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This study aims to reveal the practices of tolerance between the adherents of Islam and Hinduism
when they were engaged in worship at Kemaliq Lingsar, a sacred religious site which is used as a
pilgrimage site where both parties pray and perform religious tourism and rituals. Drawing on the
interpretive approach, this study found the wisdom of the two religious communities in Lingsar
Village, West Lombok Regency, Indonesia. This area exhibits unique strategies for sharing the same
pilgrimage site: two communities performing their respective rituals in turn and in unison in the
same space with complete understanding. This tolerance practiced in the same ritual site enables
a spirit infusion into the two religious communities, promoting cooperation beyond the holy site,
marking Kemaliq Lingsar as a magnet of interfaith tolerance. This study encapsulates the importance
of public space as a means of communication for religiously diverse communities and provides a
model of tolerance between religious groups based on a ritual space, thereby to minimising social
conflict and religion-based violence.
Key Words: communication, Hindu, Muslim, pilgrimage, Kemaliq Lingsar, interfaith tolerance

Introduction

this reason, it represents a place of ziarah (visitation)
and a place to pray for blessings from God for some of
the Sasak Muslim community before partaking in their
worldly celebrations or festivities such as circumcisions,
weddings, pre-planting, and harvesting activities. The
Hindu community also performs prayer rituals in the
Kemaliq, and it is also a source of holy water which they
use during prayers in the Temple. The use of the holy site
leads to routine encounters in various religious events
involving both parties.

The mutual value and importance of a single pilgrimage
location can simultaneously bring the communities
of different religions together and engage in routine
communication between them. This type of phenomenon
is demonstrated by the Muslim community from the
Sasak ethnic group and the Hindu community of the
Balinese ethnic group when performing their rituals in
the Kemaliq1 Lingsar (henceforth Kemaliq) in the village
of Lingsar, in the West Lombok Regency in the Province
of Nusa Tenggara Barat (NTB), Indonesia (Figure 1
& Figure 2). The Islamic community has made the
Kemaliq a ritual space to pray to God as they believe
the place to be a muksah (place of the disappearance)
of K.H. Abdul Malik, also known as Datu Milir, who
brought the teachings of Islam to the Lingsar area. For

The Muslim and Hindu communities who go on
pilgrimage to Kemaliq can be considered consistent in
implementing tolerance inherited from their forebears.
The Sasak Muslim community on the island had used
the holy site as a pilgrimage and ritual site before the
invasion of the Karangasem Kingdom that controlled
the western parts of the sister island of Bali in the mid
17th century or, more precisely, in 1740 (Sastrodiwiryo,

1 A ‘Kemaliq’ is an open space or courtyard used for ritual
purposes.
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Figure 1: Map of Indonesia Indicating the Location of Lombok Island

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Provinces_of_Indonesia

2010). The King of Karangasem maintained the existence
of the Kemaliq and continued to respect the beliefs of
the Islamic community who performed their rituals
in it (Syarani, 1986). This is believed to be the root of
tolerance toward Muslim counterparts in the Lingsar
garden.
Kemaliq Lingsar is believed to be the only shared
ritual site for Muslims and Hindus in the Province
of West Nusa Tenggara, an accolade that cannot be
Figure 2: Map of Lombok Island Indicating the
Location of Lingsar Village

https://www.menggapaiangkasa.com/2014/10/lombokisland-of-heaven-tuhan-memang.html

found elsewhere in Indonesia. Most ritual sites have
an exclusive characteristic and are only used by one
religious community, however, the Kemaliq has
become an inclusive site and is used consistently and in
complete harmony by the two religions. This sharing of
ritual space within the holy site has taken place over a
long time. The two communities share the ritual space
throughout the day; in the morning, noon, afternoon and
evening. Adherents even sleep together around the ritual
site during the meqamit or markan ritual (staying within
the Kemaliq for a specific time in accordance with the
vow made by both religious groups). Apart from being
a regular interreligious site and tourism destination,
Kemaliq is also the focal point for performing the cultural
event of Perang Topat (an annual ritual of throwing ricecakes at each other) that involves both Muslims and
Hindus.
In terms of its function, the Kemaliq is unique as a
ritual site. It is unlike other religious sites belonging to
the Jewish and Christian communities in three different
regions (e.g., Ann Arbor, Michigan; Bethesda, Maryland;
and Wilmette, Illinois in the United States), whereby
they only practice shared usage when having services
each Sunday (Gordon & Slyke, 2009). The Kemaliq
ritual is different from the Kasadha ritual (religious ritual
of praying for Earth performed by Muslims and Hindus
15
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place in Tolikara, Papua, Indonesia, that involved
Muslim and Christian communities in 2016 (BBC
News Indonesia, 2016). Interfaith violence also occurs
in many other countries, such as between Jews and
Muslims in Palestine, Buddhists and Hindus in Sri
Lanka, Hindus and Muslims in India, and Muslims and
Christians in Nigeria (Suprapto, 2016). Because of the
rampant religious conflicts, Ter Haar (2005) has opined
that religions only fuel social riots rather than harmony.
However, to revive the noble role of religions as the
source of harmonious teachings, religions should be the
driver of peace maintenance programmes that involve all
religious adherents.

during which they bring their agricultural products and
cattle as ritual gifts or sacrifices), which is conducted
once a year by Islamic and Hindu communities in the
Mount of Bromo in the East Java Province of Indonesia
(Hisyam & Ali, 2015). The tolerance demonstrated in
the Kemaliq is much deeper as it affects the harmony of
daily life of these two different religious communities in
Lingsar Village. The local population remain resistant to
the conflicts involving Muslim and Hindu communities
in other places in the West Nusa Tenggara Province, such
as the conflict in the Regency of Sumbawa in 2013 and
the city of Mataram in 2014 and 2017 (Huda et al., 2018).
The role of the Kemaliq as a tolerance magnet and the
dynamic interaction at the site between the religious
communities has not undergone much investigation by
researchers as they have focused more particularly on
portraying the interaction and tolerance between Muslim
and Hindu communities during the cultural and ritual
event of Perang Topat which takes place outside the
holy site (Suprapto, 2017; Wirata, 2015). The interaction
between the Islamic and Hindu communities during the
rice-cake fighting event takes place over a short period
and is not entirely natural because it has been packaged
into a tourist event as entertainment. On the other hand,
the interaction between these two religious groups in the
Kemaliq occurs dynamically every single day by sharing
the space for religious rituals, culture, and other socioeconomic activities.

The idea of peace interfaith maintenance programmes
can be actualised provided that religious followers
are willing to cooperate. Varshney (2002) discovered
that conflicts between Muslim and Hindu religious
groups remain scarce during their interfaith encounters
in various sectors within a strong social bond. In the
Indonesian context, Malik MTT (2007), investigating
the relationship between the communities of the two
religions in Nusa Tenggara and East Java, showed that
activities based on gotong royong (mutual assistance)
in the agricultural sector are a significant factor in the
establishment of social bonds. This resonates with
the study undertaken in this paper which uncovered
a harmonious bond between Muslims and Hindus in
Lingsar, West Lombok, Indonesia, established by routine
encounters and interaction in Kemaliq as a shared ritual
site.

Choosing the Kemaliq as a research setting to investigate
tolerance between Muslim and Hindu communities is
different from previous studies. The natural interaction
and dynamics between the two religious adherents is
unique. By focusing on the research on the phenomena
of interfaith interaction involving the two religions in the
holy site enables the researchers to achieve the research
objectives, namely to reveal the practices of collaboration
and tolerance between two religious groups during their
use of the holy site as a destination of pilgrimage, cultural
events, and religious tourism.

An interfaith pilgrimage site is a meeting point and
permanent networking space for religious adherents,
not to mention being a religious tourism destination
for various religious followers from other countries.
McIntosh et al. (2020) advocate that pilgrimage sites and
spiritual tourism destinations in various countries, such
as Sri Lanka, Lebanon, and Ethiopia, can be places for
interfaith reconciliation and harmony. For example, Sri
Pada / Adam’s Peak in Sri Lanka is believed to be a holy
site for Buddhists, Hindus, Christians, and Muslims, and
as such, has acted as a place of reconciliation after civil
war in the country.

Literature Review
The word ‘agama’ is an Indonesian word for ‘religion’,
originally taken from a Sanskrit word which means
‘organised’ - implying all religions should be practiced
in a mutually accepted way. Unfortunately, conflict
between different religious believers, still happen in
Indonesia. Such a religious conflict, for example, took

Lebanon also has a well know interfaith pilgrimage site
for Christians and Muslims known as the shrine of ‘Our
Lady of Lebanon’. Both congregations flock together,
mainly in May, the month of Mother Mary. They also
commemorate ‘The Feast of the Annunciation’ on March
16
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25 by visiting the above mentioned pilgrimage site.
Muslim and Christian communities in Ethiopia interact
peacefully and their sites rely on religious tourism despite
its less significant contribution to its national revenue.
Nonetheless, their harmonious relationship significantly
contributes to the development of the tourism industry.
Kreiner (2018) described Dharamsala in India as a
pilgrimage destination, not only for Buddhists, but, for
all religious adherents who travel and seek spiritual
enlightenment in the beautiful city situated at the head of
the Kangra valley.
The phenomena of the pilgrimage sites above shed light
on the existence of inclusive and harmonious interfaith
meeting points without any conflict. Taleb Rifai, the
former Secretary-General of the United Nations World
Tourism Organisation (CPNN, 2015), stated that religious
tourism is like a super discourse for the international
community that plays a crucial role in establishing
communication and intercultural communication and
understanding. For this reason, religious tourism presents
as a medium of promoting peace. As a religious tourism
destinations and centre of cultural events, Kemaliq
satisfies the prerequisites of a site for peace promotion.
The metafunctions of the holy site, being an interfaith
pilgrimage and ritual site, complete its role as a magnet
of inter-religious tolerance.
There is no doubt that the use of a ritual site as an
interfaith sacred place by religious groups has been in
existence for a long time in other countries. For example,
in the Mediterranean, the adherents of Islam, Jews, and
Christians have long practiced their respective rituals in
the same place and time (Albera & Couroucli, 2012).
However, the role of Kemaliq as a centre of intercultural
attraction differentiates itself from other interfaith holy
sites. Muslims and Hindus have both capitalised on the
ritual, social, and cultural roles of the Kemaliq to hone
their cross-cultural competences. They share ritual spaces,
work together, and mutually understand the presence of
each other side by side in the holy site. The process of
social learning through a pilgrimage site like this can be
categorised into what Kujawa-Holbrook (2014) terms as
‘Interreligious learning among faith communities’.
Although religious factors, such as the routine sharing
of the ritual site, contribute to the harmonious interfaith
bond, the non-religious factors, such as the socioeconomic
cooperation, cannot be neglected. Numrich (2019) opined
that this factor is equally important as religious aspects

Volume 10(iii) 2022

such as interfaith dialogue and shared ritual space. Hence,
the marriage of both factors can significantly contribute
to maintaining interfaith relation. The combination of this
is evidenced in the relationship between Muslims and
Hindus in the Kemaliq and Lingsar Park. Both religious
communities use the sacred site as a communal ritual
space, they work together in social life, and collaborate
to manage economic power.
Interfaith peace and harmony can be established and
maintained through, for instance, communication.
This is significant in promoting interfaith harmony
because it plays a pivotal role as the engine managing
inter-religious encounters, including the prevention of
interfaith conflict (Muhtadi, 2019). The failure to manage
religious diversities will hinder effective communication
between religions in that religious differences, which are
subject to each individual in the community, will lead
to negative presupposition and stereotyping, which are
potential barriers for intercultural communication to take
place (Purwasito, 2015). Interfaith holy sites and tourism
destinations are appropriate means for establishing social
cohesion between religious groups, to circumvent the
social conflicts caused by stereotyping.

Methods
Grounded in the Interpretive approach, this study
explores the existence and role of the Kemaliq as a mutual
ritual space, how the Muslim and Hindu communities
perceive this ritual site, the ways or strategies of the two
communities when they share the Kemaliq ritual space,
and the variety of social dynamics that are associated
with the interaction between the religious communities
both inside and outside the sacred place. The researchers
observed all the interfaith rituals in the holy site, such as
taking holy water, prayer, the mekamit ritual, religious
tourism, and rice cake fighting that involved both
religious communities.
This study took place inside the Kemaliq, situated
in the Lingsar Park, Lingsar Village, West Lombok
Regency, West Nusa Tenggara, Indonesia (see Figures
1 and 2). The data were garnered over an extended
period from September 2018 to February 2021 via
observation, in-depth interviews and documentation.
The observation focused on sharing the ritual space
and other social interactions between the Muslim and
Hindu communities within the holy site. At the same
time, in-depth interviews were conducted to find out
17
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bersih (clean / without taint or unviolated / purified).
When something is ‘maliq,’ it means that it is something
to be respected, valued, and kept free from any forbidden
deed (Syarani, 1986).

how each religious community perceived the existence
of the Kemaliq and the significance of each ritual, as
well as other social interactions made by both religious
communities. A documentation method was used to
trace written references and the pictures needed for
this study. This study drew on twenty-five respondents,
thirteen Muslim and twelve Hindus. These respondents
had different social backgrounds from customary figures,
religious clerics, youths, pilgrims, tourists and Perang
Topat participants.

Results
The Multifunctions of Kemaliq and its role as a
Magnet of Interfaith Tolerance
The Kemaliq represents a ritual space and pilgrimage
site that is related to its holiness and connection with
the history of an Islamic spiritual figure who was the
spreader of Islamic teachings in Lombok Island. From the
linguistic point of view, the word ‘Kemaliq’ derives from
the Sasak language. It derives from the word ‘maliq,’
which means something which is both suci (pure / clean
/ without stain), mulia (exalted / noble / illustrious), and
Figure 3: Kelebotan in Kemaliq Lingsar

The people maintain the sacredness of the ritual site by
keeping away anything that could be considered unholy
or forbidden. The regulations and customary courtesies
strengthen this sacredness by forbidding menstruating
women from going inside. It has already become an
unwritten agreement for the two religious communities
that whoever enters the holy site cannot bring pork
(because it is forbidden in Islam) and cow meat (as this
animal is sacred to the Hindus). These rules also apply to
people from other religions who visit or participate in the
Kemaliq. The way different religions treat the religious
site reflects their appreciation while simultaneously
exhibiting tolerance between religious communities.
The Sasak Muslim community views the Kemaliq as a
place of supplication, not as a destination or target of
their supplications. According to Amangku Suparman
(the cultural leader of Lingsar), the holy site in Lingsar
is only a place for making do’a (supplication) to God so
that God will provide us with salvation in this world and
the afterlife (Suparman, 2020, personal communication).
The Kemaliq is considered a sacred and holy worshipping
site by both Muslims and Hindus. It becomes a place of
worship and a source of holy water, which both use for
prayers. Usually, Hindus, who pray in the Gaduh Temple
situated next to the Kemaliq, will take holy water from
the sacred place beforehand. Beliefs and ritual traditions
mean that the Kemaliq is always replete with the presence
of both religious communities.
All religious communities can utilize and share every
space inside the holy site. This sacred place is 30 x 50
meters, consisting of the main building and support
buildings. The central building has two rooms; the
Kelebotan (the name of the holy water fountain inside
the Kemaliq) as seen in Figure 3; and the Petaulan
(name of the room that has been made available for the
communities of each community to make supplications,
place offerings and for the equipment for other rituals)
(see Figure 4).
The support buildings consist of several rooms, including
open areas surrounding the main building, open overnight
stay rooms used for mekamit or markan; called Sekepat

Photo by Authors
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Figure 4: Petaulan in Kemaliq Lingsar

Photo by Authors

(tiny open room houses on stilts), which can be used to
sit, eat, and mekamit or markan for Muslims and Hindus
together. In the Southside of Kemaliq, Pesiraman (piped
water showering) can also be used to wash one’s face or
bathe by those whose intention is to treat an illness or
other intention. In front of Pesiraman, there is a Muslim
praying room or a resting room. People visiting the holy
site have complete freedom to use the facilities without
limitation of time and regardless of their religious
identity, thus this place has truly become a pluralistic and
egalitarian space.

to restore the holy site because it is our home of
worship. Renovating it is our way to maintain
its existence (Rusli -Muslim- 2018)
There is a personal pride for me to be able to
restore the sacred site. We have used Kemaliq
to take holy water, cure an illness, and perform
prayers. Hence, it is incumbent upon us to
collaboratively renovate the gate. We, along
with some Muslims, spontaneously came to the
Figure 5: Mutual Assistance Between Muslims and
Hindus in Kemaliq

Kemaliq is a multifunctional religious site. It is a
pilgrimage and ritual site, religious tourism destination,
and cultural event center of Perang Topat. These
multifaceted roles significantly benefit the Muslim and
Hindu communities, so both are willing to preserve
the holy site. Both religious groups perform mutual
assistance to renovate and clean the ritual site. One of
the shared tasks can be seen from the renovation of the
entering gate of the holy site damaged by the Earthquake
in 2018.
As soon as we knew the fall of the Kemaliq gate,
we immediately decided to work together to
renovate it. It has become an innate call for us

Photo by Authors
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The statements above illustrate the existence of tolerance
between both religious congregations in the Kemaliq.
They accept the religious differences and practices to
maintain harmony in the holy site. The togetherness and
harmony between them were particularly evident during
their mutual ritual of mekamit inside the sacred site. The
atmosphere of the religious event takes special attention.
The religious interaction filled with tolerance is seen
very clearly when the congregations from both groups
participate in this ritual. They share food and other daily
needs throughout the ritual. The interaction during the
religious ritual is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: The Atmosphere of Mekamit in Kemaliq

The small spaces available in the holy site allow the
mixture of religious adherents. It also encourages more
significant interaction between them. One participant
in the mekamit from the Hindu congregation, Ibu Ketut
(2019) talked about her experience as follows:

Photo by Authors

ritual site to restore it. It has become a verbal
command for us (Ketut --Hindu- 2018).

I came from Cakranegara in the City of
Mataram to participate in the mekamit here [in
the Kemaliq] for four days. When my husband
was alive, he promised he would participate
in the mekamit in this Kemaliq if his retail
business were booming. He was unable to fulfil
this promise before he died, so I am doing it for
him. I am here to meet Muslims, too, and we
help each other. There are no feelings of fear
or reluctance because we are used to living
together with Muslims. Many of the staff in my
shop are Muslims.

Kemaliq, belongs to both the Hindu and Muslim
communities and has become meeting point for
interaction, replete with respect and understanding. For
this reason, it is not too exaggerating to say that this
sacred site is regarded as a magnet of interfaith tolerance
for both religious communities. This phenomenon of
togetherness and friendships is evident during ritual
encounters, such as taking the holy water and pilgrimage
(see Figure 5). This mutual assistance and respect
between the two religious groups is also evident in their
pilgrimage, worship, mekamit, and the ritual of Perang
Topat. They enthusiastically perform their rituals without
violating the other side and vice versa.

In addition to its role as a pilgrimage site and ritual
space of mekamit, Kemaliq also becomes a center of
cultural events, such as the Perang Topat ritual involving
Muslims and Hindus. This cultural and ritual event
has been inherited from generation to generation and
performed each year by Muslims from the Sasak tribe
and the Balinese Hindus from Lingsar Village. These two
religious groups demonstrate their wisdom in sharing
roles during the performance of the cultural event. The
peak of the ritual is marked by throwing food at each other
in the form of small rice cakes, in an atmosphere filled
with joy (see Figure 7). Many domestic and international
tourists attend and witness the event in front of the gate
of the holy site. It has become one of the official events
promoted by the local Cultural and Tourism office.

I am used to performing my prayer in the
Kemaliq. There happens to be a place available
for prayers near the outflow pipe from the
spring. I do not feel disturbed by our Hindu
friends who also do their prayers on the other
side. We understand and respect each other
(Dian, Muslim resident of Lingsar, 2019)
In the Kemaliq, each of us can perform our
ceremonies. Hindus and Muslims pray in the
same sacred site. Personally, I am not disturbed
by the Muslim congregation making their
prayers. We are used to this condition. We meet
in the holy site with our Muslim friends and
continue praying in the Temple (Wayan, Hindu
resident of Lingsar, 2019).
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Figure 7: The Atmosphere of Perang Topat Ritual

Photo by Authors

Muslim and Hindu citizens Sharing Ritual Space
Everyone is open to everyone else who intends to
undertake religious rituals without any time restriction
or limit. The Islamic and Hindu communities are the
two faith groups that most often use the Kemaliq as
a ritual site. This reality makes it possible for the two
communities to continuously practice their wisdom of
tolerance when sharing the ritual space .

space in the Kemaliq (see Figure 8). When one of the
communities has occupied space in the Petaulan, the
other community will occupy the remaining space so that
the two communities of different religions can be seen
performing their rituals alongside each other with total
concentration and without feeling disturbed or disturbing
the other community. An attitude of mutual understanding
like this becomes proof of the inter-religious tolerance
Figure 8: Sharing Ritual Space Between Muslims and
Hindus in Kemaliq

The sharing of space performed by the religious groups
in the holy site is seen most clearly in the performance of
two rituals, supplication by Muslims and prayers by the
Hindus which are evident in the Petaulan and markan
ritual (of the Sasak Muslims) and in the mekamit (of
the Balinese Hindus). The willingness of each religious
community to share the ritual space during their respective
worships makes the sacred site a wonderful example of
tolerant social interaction.
At least two ways were found whereby the Muslims
and Hindus share ritual space in the Kemaliq. Firstly,
utilization of the space together. They did this form of
sharing during the ritual of supplication (for Muslims)
or prayer (for the Hindus) inside the Kemaliq complex.
Both religious communities can wisely share the limited

Photo by Authors
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Secondly, utilization of the space in turn. The model for
sharing ritual space like this takes place when the Muslim
and Hindu communities perform collective rituals which
involve many members from both communities, such as
at the time of the Perang Topat ritual, which is performed
by the Muslim community, and Odalan ritual, which
is the anniversary of the Gaduh Temple performed by
Hindu community. The performance of these two rituals
together makes the Kemaliq a particular mutual ritual site
so that they must share the ritual space for supplication
and prayers inside the Petaulan. When the Muslims use
the Kemaliq and the Petaulan for the ritual of Perang
Topat, the Hindus give way and wait outside until the
Muslim ritual is over (see Figure 9). One of the Hindus
told of her experience and perspective related to the
shared space with the Muslim communities:

where they each interpret the religious differences and
ways of performing them as certainties. This attitude
and behaviour of tolerance are what contributes to there
always being harmony in the Kemaliq.
One of the Muslims noted that he was not bothered by the
presence of Hindus during their prayers.
Since my childhood, my parents have invited
me to drink the holy water in the Kemaliq.
Since then, I have been used to interacting with
Hindus who also visit the holy site. Hence, their
presence does not reduce my concentration
during my prayer to God. Even the Hindus and
I mutually assist each other, for example, taking
water and lifting ritual pieces of stuff (Jamhur,
2020).
Sharing and using the ritual space together over a
long period can be seen when the Muslim and Hindu
communities stay overnight to perform mekamit or
markan. The two religious communities share the limited
space with complete tolerance. They occupy all the rooms
in the holy site in an orderly fashion and interact as one
big family. When many people are performing mekamit
or markan, the space inside the Kemaliq becomes so
crowded that the two religious groups communities mix
very closely. They stay overnight in one berugaq (a small
open roomed house on stilts) together, sharing space
wisely. The Hindus occupy the upper floor space while
the Muslims occupy the space underneath. The mekamit
or markan, characterized by friendly relationships like
this, shows that the Kemaliq is like an extensive home
for Muslim and Hindu communities.

During the rice-case fighting as on this day,
the Kemaliq is so crowded. We first allow our
Muslim mates to perform their ritual inside
the holy site for the rice-cake fighting event
to run smoothly without any challenges. The
small size of Kemaliq cannot facilitate all the
adherents of both religions during the peak of
the cultural event. Dividing the time to worship
is our routine with no objection (Made Windya,
-Hindu- 2019).
The willingness of the Muslim and Hindu communities
to share the Kemaliq serves as proof of their commitment
to protecting the order in the ritual space and a pearl of
wisdom in not forcing personal or group preference.
Sharing the ritual space between the two religions in
the holy site also represents a high form of tolerance
by providing another group an opportunity to perform
rituals without disrupting or getting in the way. The two
religious communities practice tolerance more seriously
by mutual acceptance and support for a group beyond
their ritual space.

Figure 9: Hindus give time and space to Muslims to
carry out rituals in Kemaliq

Discussion
Sharing Ritual Space as Socially Passionate
Cooperation
The sharing of ritual space performed by the Muslim and
Hindu communities in the Kemaliq is connected with
other non-spiritual shared aspects which are evidenced
before, during, and after the ritual. Before the two
religious communities enter the holy site to perform
rituals, they set up equipment and ritualistic supplies

Photo by Authors
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such as offerings and flowers. Some officers record the
visitors who attend the ritual and prepare ritual supplies
at the entrance area. The Muslim community sometimes
purchases flowers sold by their Hindu counterparts
and vice versa. The latter buy other ritual needs sold
by Muslims outside the holy site. The sellers outside
the Kemaliq can earn a living by selling their meals,
drinks, and ritual offerings to both religious groups. This
phenomenon illustrates that both parties contribute to
the economy of the local people every time the cultural
events take place (Bracalente et al., 2011). The mutual
support of traders echoes Vijayanand’s (2012) findings
which reveal a pilgrimage site’s significant contribution
and role to economic development.
Even in between the performance of collective rituals
in the Kemaliq the Muslim community and the Hindu
community display their good cooperation. This scene
can mainly be seen when they share the holy water
inside the Kemaliq. When the Muslim community is
performing rituals and sitting near the water source,
and the Hindu community asks for water, the Muslim
community voluntarily draws it and gives it to them.
At other times this situation becomes reversed wherein
the Hindu community draws water for the Muslim
community for their needs. Although on the surface it
may appear a simple practice, this kind of cooperative
phenomenon demonstrates that the ritual activities which
have a Godly dimension are mirrored by a social life of
human dimensions; in other terms, this small activity
is a microcosm of a much bigger phenomenon. Smith
(Ghazali, 2011) states that the ceremonial ritual systems in
religion(s), in addition to the performance of doctrine(s),
can also function to intensify solidarity or cooperation in
society. The harmony, solidarity and tolerance reflected
during the encounters of both religious communities
are categorised into the twelve dimensions of peace as
coined by McIntosh and Harman (2017), who drew on
various pilgrimage sites in the world.
After working together and sharing ritual space within the
Kemaliq, the Hindu and Muslim communities cooperate
beyond the holy site. If Hindus who have made an oath
contribute a goat after the performance of mekamit, they
must hand it over to the Amangku Kemaliq (from the
Muslim community and the cultural leader of Lingsar).
The Hindu community in Lingsar village has also
entrusted the Muslim community to be the slaughterers
of buffalo consumed together (by Muslims and Hindus)
during the Perang Topat ritual. Sharing roles like this
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is also relevant, as they demonstrate the unwritten
agreement that the Muslim community will not slaughter
cows and eat beef while the Hindu community is not
allowed to slaughter pigs and bring pig meat when in
the area of the Kemaliq and Lingsar Gardens. Adhering
to the agreement for tolerance requires the willingness
to accept or what Syarbini (2012) terms the attitudinal
ability to appreciate difference and variety.
Building Inter-Religious Relationships Based on
Space
When a space is used collectively by people of different
religions, it is assumed that it will become a social
cement for bringing about harmony between religious
communities. Karda (2015) wrote that the Kemaliq in
Lingsar is a peaceful place for all the communities that
visit or pray from various religions, with facilities in line
with their individual beliefs. The Muslims and Hindus
are the two most common amongst several religious
communities which routinely utilise the Kemaliq as a
communal ritual space. They can share the space and
exhibit an attitude of mutual respect without conflict
between them.
The harmonious tradition in the holy site has occurred
since the early penetration of Balinese Hindus in Lingsar
and inherited to subsequent generations. It accords
with the concept of positive peace (Jeong, 2017) in that
peace is about the absence of war and conflict and is the
condition that enables people to establish and implement
harmonious social relations as a joint effort to diminish
possible conflicts. The interfaith tolerance and positive
peace portrayed in the Kemaliq is opposed to the concept
of antagonistic tolerance (Hayden et al., 2016), namely
the tolerant attitude that emerges during the domination
of one group over a minority, related to the control of
specific ritual sites.
The Kemaliq in Lingsar must be maintained as an interreligious pilgrimage site and a facility for enhancing
tolerance so that social harmony can exist. Providing this
type of public space may reduce inter-religious conflicts
as it promotes interaction and strengthens social bonds
without being interfered with by primordial factors, such
as religion and race (Suprapto, 2013). In this context, it is
crucial for building a cross-religious tolerance space, and
in this instance is a pilgrimage site.
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regulations that do not limit visitors based on specific
religious or ethnic origins) will give opportunities
and normalise a situation of inclusivity and tolerance.
The degree of tolerance between the two religious
communities is not influenced by their prior attitude but
by the inclusiveness of the ritual site.

Thus, the ritual site in Lingsar as a cross-religious
communal spiritual space significantly contributes to a
collective sense of belonging, which is portrayed in the
willingness of each of the religious communities to take
care of and guard the ritual site complex. Both Muslims
and Hindus, for example, cooperated to fix the collapse
of the entrance gateway to the holy site caused by the
2018 earthquake in Lombok. According to Soekanto
(2010), this sort of cooperation has come about because
the people are aware that it is for their mutual importance
and agree that they need to achieve their goals together.

The Kemaliq at Lingsar has a long history as a combined
ritual site between the Muslim and Hindu communities.
This tradition is consistently reinforced today by the two
religious communities due to education or transfer of
religious values from generation to generation, such as
by involving them in the unique religious and cultural
rituals in the Kemaliq. Involvement and participation of
children and young people in the rituals offers a positive
opportunity for implanting the values of inclusiveness
into them to become a model for maintaining social
harmony for the future. This is the form of communication
used by each religious community to transfer cultural
values to the next generation. Efforts like this represent
the implementation of communication in making the
transfer of social heritage from one generation to the next
(Lasswell, 1960).

Continuous unity and willingness to share ritual space
wisely by the two communities has developed an
increasingly stronger bond between them. Thus, private
aspects have become public aspects. This phenomenon
can be seen in the ritual of mekamit or markan, performed
by the Muslim and Hindu communities when both
communities sleep close. Only people who have a close
relationship can access private space such as a sleeping
room because this area is what has been classified as
personal space by Hall (1990) or body territory as in the
classification of Lyman and Scott (Mulyana, 2017).

Sharing ritual space in a particular multireligious site can
be interpreted as an effort to carry on ancestral traditions
which spearhead the education of values and culture to
future generations of each religion using communication
as the media. Fiske (2010) described communication as
having a central role in the continuation of life and culture;
without communication, culture will die. Communication
between religious leaders is also needed to evaluate the
performance of rituals and at the same time for continued
practice of tolerance between religious communities in a
single ritual location which it is hoped will affect a wider
area.

Recently, maintaining a public space is not easy in the face
of inclusive and capitalistic policies. The enthusiasm to
build with a materialistic orientation has made business
people, and government officials chase opportunities that
will bring in cash and ignore public spaces that are not
materialistically profitable. The phenomenon of building
and providing exclusive spaces for the modern public is
becoming more and more apparent. At least that is what
seems to be happening with developers who build and
provide housing complexes for ‘special segments’ such
as Muslim complexes (where you / your name must be
Muslim as a regulation for the type of buyer / resident),
in the West Lombok Regency, Indonesia (Suprapto
& Huda, 2017). To fight against exclusivity policies
like this, inclusive spaces like the Kemaliq need to be
replicated in other places via inclusive spatial policies
to create a tolerant public to pioneer social harmony.
However, simply having an inclusive space is not enough
because it still requires an attitude of inclusiveness and a
behaviour of tolerance from the users of that space.

Tolerance and harmony between the two religious groups
in the Kemaliq practiced from generation to generation
has a personal and social impact. The holy site provides
lessons on inclusiveness to each religious community
and affects the harmony of social life around Lingsar.
The inclusive attitude of the people generates positive
energy that infects the people around when they interact.
The accumulation of this inclusive and tolerant attitude
contributes to the formation of Lingsar village as an area
that never has conflict between religions and is a national
exemplar of a socially harmonious village. Based on
this reality, we can say that the practice of tolerance in a
small space (as in the Kemaliq), if done consistently and

The Kemaliq at Lingsar has become an exemplar of ideal
blending between space and users that are inclusive.
Inclusive users can wisely share space with other users of
different religions, so that ritual spaces like the Kemaliq
become visibly inclusive. Inclusive ritual spaces (having
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internalised seriously to become an inclusive attitude,
will then affect or will be capable of creating new
inclusive spaces with an even broader scope. Inclusive
spaces are not born by themselves but constructed by
actors that have an inclusive attitude. This assumption
is strengthened by the research of Mustivia and Ridjal
(2016), who found an expansion or increase of public
territory when the cultural ritual event of Perang Topat
in the Kemaliq and Lingsar Gardens takes place.
The existence of the Kemaliq in particular and Lingsar
Gardens in general as a religious and cultural tourist
object can help spread social harmony to other areas.
While enjoying the physical beauty of the Kemaliq and
Lingsar Gardens, tourists can also be presented with
the reality of tolerance between the Muslim and Hindu
communities when they share ritual space. Tourists can
absorb this inter-religious tolerance with the hope that
they will bring it with them and spread it in their unique
environments.
In support of this effort, the tourism sector’s development
cannot be only oriented towards fulfilling physical and
aesthetic needs in the form of putting material things
in order but must also include ethics and strengthen the
capacity of human resources in cultural and religious
tourism. Religious and cultural activities in the Kemaliq
represent natural tourism content. However, within
specific limits, this can be combined with government
tourist agendas to increase tourist activity in the area
(Stausberg, 2012), especially as events and activities of
a religious and cultural nature in Lombok draw attention
from both domestic and foreign tourists. This reality,
amongst others, was mentioned by Maćkowiak (2015)
in her research about religious and cultural activities
in Lombok in connection to tourism. To accelerate the
activity of tourism and at the same time preserve the
religious and cultural values, it is necessary to encourage
the participation of the people. The local government
should ideally function as facilitator and supporter that
carries out a significant role for the public as they operate
destinations and cultural and religious tourism events.
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Intervention and dominance by the government in
religious and cultural tourism could potentially reduce
people’s love and sense of ownership towards rituals.
If this accumulating effect continues to occur, it is not
beyond possibility that it will affect public participation
at every event in their area. Providing an opportunity
for people to handle the religious and cultural events
that are theirs is like supporting them in the consistent
performance of religious rituals and also encourages
them to be willing to preserve the cultural values that
they have, while at the same time taking care of the unity
and tolerance between religions. The independence of
the people to handle religious and cultural events as part
of a tourism agenda will support the Kemaliq as a role
model for tolerance between religions based on space.
To realize the Kemaliq as a role model for tolerance
between religions is not too difficult because it already
has supporting elements. The holy site per se, has an
essential value throughout the history of the religions
in Lingsar. The wisdom of ancestors remains visible to
date. Because of this, the sacred site can be a magnet
of tolerance for the two religious communities. Sharing
ritual space between the two religious groups has been
a constant and promotes a culture of tolerance. The
value of tolerance at the ritual site affects their day-today interactions, leading to Lingsar being a village with
zero inter-religious conflict. The abovementioned socioreligious outcomes make Kemaliq a suitable role model
for future researchers who intend to study inter-religious
tolerance-based space.
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